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Britain and the World
In a year that will involve a lot of
discussion on how the world
has changed since the events
that shook it for ever in Russia in
1917, the Workers’ Party of Britain
welcomes comment on these
reflections on the current position
and priorities facing workers.
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Socialism - more
possible today
Socialism is a recent, infant development
in the whole, long history of the human
species, yet its seeds and embryos
have grown within each previous social
formation worldwide.
Its essence in collective labour, sharing,
solidarity, mutual support and human empathy
has been evident in every human society. What
has been unnatural and inhuman has been the
theft of the collective production of people and
the private ownership of land. This has occurred
in relatively recent, class divided history since
the first City states in Mesopotamia 5,000 years
ago. It was this division into various forms of
haves and have nots over the centuries that
gave rise to new ideas of socialism which aspire
to and predict a future without class division, the
oppression of women, or ethnic groups.

In 2017 humanity’s general capacity to control
the natural, social and physical environments
is advanced enough to eradicate starvation,
poverty, unemployment, many more diseases
and to repair the very climate damage its own
activities of industrialisation have caused and
prevent more damage in the future.
Each country has the wherewithal to provide
free housing, education, healthcare, leisure
and work for everyone, and to control prices
on essentials in food, energy, housing and
transport, medicines and so on.
What prevents the fulfilment of this aspiration is
the private ownership of the productive forces.
These should be at society’s collective disposal
through democratic government.

Yet the full realisation of these socialist, human
qualities comes about only when the material
conditions for securing equality and a better
life for all have been sufficiently developed.
Socialism requires plenty, not penury. It requires
a high level of education and awareness to
sustain active democracy and an educated,
conscious working class.
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A century ago,
a new epoch ahead
Since 1917 the dominant idea in world
history has been communism. It has
inspired more people in more countries
than any other set of beliefs. It addresses
universal human questions. It tackles life
in this world. It seeks to embrace the best,
most humane thoughts of the past.
The material, technical, scientific and economic
means of the political emancipation of mankind
from class division strengthen every day. The
human mind is constantly enlightened by new
knowledge and discoveries that can improve
human life on earth as well as wildlife and the
natural environment for future generations.
Earlier socialist views in every country could not
be fulfilled at the time as material conditions
and the lack of a developed working class held
them back and sometimes transferred good,
communal ideas into ideology, religion or other
cultural forms rather than economic reality. In
Russia in 1917 a small working class broke
through this conundrum and achieved power,
relatively peacefully, to help create a new world
order.
Today, the working class, highly educated and
technically proficient, forms the majority of the
population in practically every country and its
development of advanced technique, material
production and general knowledge provides
a real basis for socialism that did not exist so
comprehensively in previous periods. Socialist
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countries themselves lifted hundreds of millions
of people out of backward pre industrial, feudal
situations. The whole military might of capitalist
countries was set against them. Another world
really is more possible now than ever before.
Communists fight for a world of peace and
prosperity for the majority without exploitation
and without the accumulation of wealth into
private hands. This is achieved only when
socialist means of production ensure that the
surplus value created by a working population
is democratically controlled and dedicated to
investment in the lives of those who create it
and who will follow.
Every nation is its working class, capitalists
respect no nation, they have no nation. Their
corporations seek to take over the running
of nations and sweep governments aside.
Finance capital, the most advanced and leading
component of capitalism, demands complete
global freedom to roam, plunder and profit. It is
a highly mobile parasite in all ways and is quite
prepared to destroy its host in any one country.
It demands escape from the fixed, long term
investment in the real economies of nations.
Hence de industrialisation, manufacturing
does not return quick enough bucks any more.
Finance capital is a criminal, mafia-like power.

Background image from Maxim Gorky’s
great novel Mother.

A new world order
Real democratic control can only be
exercised by self-determining, sovereign
nations co existing in a spirit of mutual coooperation and peace. It demands freedom
from the domination of private capital and
an ability to control borders, trade, and
flows of labour and capital.
Democratically elected Parliaments, not
corporations and banks must determine human
destiny in each nation. Labour, not capital,
must rule. Public ownership in all key economic
spheres including land, natural resources,
energy, utilities, welfare, health and education
services, industry and transport is essential.
Democratic public ownership of
production and peaceful cooperation between nations are
the best guarantors
not just of the
happiness

and progress of mankind, but the protection of
the environment of the planet we live upon. The
earth is indeed a common treasury for all to
share. No one country has the right to opt out of
the scientifically established measures needed
to protect the Earth’s environment.
The acute waste of human life through
unemployment and destitution are endemic to
capitalism and have blighted and destroyed
the lives of millions. Human potential has been
greatly limited by capitalist economic conditions,
imperialism and its necessary wars, enforced
poverty, migrations, unemployment and racism.
The extreme brutality of the imperialist powers
in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries
and continuing today, has to be stopped and
prevented for the future.
We oppose the deliberate disposability of
human beings as if they were rubbish, and
we stand for the fulfilment of innate human
potential in arts, sciences, sport, convivial
relationships, work and play. There is nothing
more satisfying than seeing another person’s
life chances and capacities enhanced.
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Counter revolution,
peace and socialism
Led by United States (US) imperialism, the
world has been scarred since the Second
World War by an extreme and violent
counter revolution against the socialist
idea and reality. The US has been the
world’s main paramilitary, anti-socialist
death squad and has killed millions in its
war on socialism.

Imperialist globalisation has been counteracted
by communist internationalism and the solidarity
of workers throughout the world. Socialists
and communists in many countries have faced
torture and execution for their actions to create
a peaceful, united, socialist world. Imperialism is
indeed the highest stage of capitalism and it is
in a dangerously senile stage.

Genocides and holocausts have stained the
recent history of the world. Our objective as
communists is to remove all weapons of mass
destruction and nuclear weapons and take away
the economic necessity that causes capitalist
expansion into imperialism and war and the ever
proliferating arms trade.

We recall the emergence of fascist forces
in Spain, then Germany against progressive
organisations and people and then against the
Soviet Union itself. Many British communists
went to support the Spanish republicans.
The Soviet Union prevailed against the Nazi
onslaught with a loss of over 20 million of
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its people and this victory should never be
forgotten along with the contribution of allies
and brave resistance movements, often
themselves communist led.
We recognise the bravery of the Chinese
and Korean people in defeating Japanese
imperialism and the Korean people in dealing
the first post Second World War military defeat
to the US. We do not forget the massacre of
the Indonesian Communist Party in 1965.
We continue to appreciate the significance of
the Vietnamese Communists in defeating US
imperialism in 1975.
We are mindful of the violence perpetrated
against communists in many lands, South Africa,
Sri Lanka, Turkey and many others, and the
continuing unjust imprisonment of progressive
leaders such as Abdullah Ocalan and many
Palestinian freedom fighters.

We recognise the fortitude of tens of thousands
of communists like Nelson Mandela for example
who endured long terms of imprisonment in the
struggle against racism and capitalism and the
heroism of many African and Indian national
liberation fighters who freed their countries from
British led colonial rule.
We appreciate still the inspiration given to
the world by the endurance of small socialist
countries like Cuba and Laos and we note the
revival of communist thinking in many labour
movements throughout the world.

Left: The bull of Wall Street.
Above: Vietnam recovers and prospers.
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Liberation
The countries in Europe which liberated
themselves from fascism most recently –
Spain, Portugal, Italy and Greece – have
suffered unmercifully at the hands of the
EU partly because of this recent liberation;
in the EU they have become vassals again
to German dominance.
So called neoliberalism, an attempt to resurrect
the unrestrained liberal capitalism that had
failed in the nineteenth century and which had
been replaced by more state intervention and
planning, has been a systematically and globally
co-ordinated plan to plunder the socialist, social
democratic and public assets created by the
momentum of 1917 and the post Second World
War advances in the industrialised countries.
It has been led by the so called special
relationship between the US and the UK. Until
June 2016 this special relationship underpinned
the EU alongside its dominant powers Germany
and France.
Its first assault was on Allende’s Chile. Its major
first battle was against American Air traffic
controllers, then British steel workers and mine
workers.
The neoliberals organised a smash and grab
heist from the people on a world scale. They
reflected the rampant chaos of finance capital
untethered from any democratically defined
territory. Neoliberalism is not capitalism bright
and new, but zombie capitalism, a last rage
from the grave, vicious and violent. It is only
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able to accumulate through theft of public
assets and deregulating labour and all restraints
on its forms of theft. It requires the meltdown
of national borders to enable capital to freely
exploit and move labour, goods and services.
All countries must impose controls on the import
and export of capital and tight regulation on
and nationalisation of the banks to restrain the
monster globally.

The European Union,
release from the shackles
We observe that the first developed industrial countries in
Europe, notably Britain, remain slow to remove the yoke of
capitalism. We note also that the vote of the British people
to reject continuing EU membership reflects a revitalising
socialist aspiration for national independence and that the
referendum decision dealt the mightiest recent political
blow to world capitalism. The British people have escaped
from the prison they were tricked into entering 40 years
ago. For half of the period since 1917 British communists
have been fighting EU membership. An important victory
has been won. Yet as long as Britain remains dominated
by finance capital and part of NATO it cannot be truly
independent.
For every working class in a country within the EU, the first
priority has to be withdrawal from it.
Our closest English speaking neighbour Ireland, where patriots,
trade unionists and socialists started the road to freedom
in the 1916 Rising should be amongst the first to leave the
undemocratic EU super-state that governs its currency and
governments. James Connolly spelt out well what it is to be a free
nation and his words have relevance still today. Ireland in the EU
is not free.
A new Ireland, one independent country, in free co-operation
with a new independent Britain, this should be our shared aim, a
partnership of united equals.
We want a Britain united: England, Wales, Scotland: no pretence
that Brussels has more in common with Glasgow than Cardiff
and London. A rebirth of Britain, a working class nation, is what
is needed. We need a full employment based economy built
on advanced industrial skills with thriving public services and
new, real freedoms for the people. We aspire to the highest
attainments of scientific discovery and artistic expression.
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US imperialism and
aggression
US imperialism is intensifying its
aggressive position. It is encircling Russia
and China with unprecedented military
build-up. It is waging a renewed counter
revolutionary effort in Latin America
against Brazil, Argentina, Venezuela and
Cuba in particular.
US support for Israel has not only led to
increased suffering for the Palestinian people
and further theft of their lands, but also to
continual destabilisation of the Middle East and
a succession of wars on countries in the region
seeking an independent and more secular future
– Iraq, Libya, Syria.
Close US allies like Saudia Arabia conduct
barbaric wars against neighbours such as
Yemen whose crime was to contemplate the
nationalisation of its oil industry.
Creatures of imperialism like ISIS spread their
inhuman terrorism ever more widely. Turkey
is engaged in a renewed fascistic terror on its
people and the Kurds.
The US itself continues to terrorise and seek
the disunity of the Korean people and wage
war on the north of the peninsula and brutalise
the conditions of workers in the corrupt puppet
regime in the south. The north Korean people
have been constantly pilloried, caricatured,
racially abused and slandered by the US led
world press and have endured US sanctions
for nearly sixty years while under the constant
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threat of invasion. In the context they have
been in their provision of free health care,
housing and education has been an incredible
achievement.
The north Korean people have every right to
defend themselves as they see fit. They have
made it clear all along that they will not fire
nuclear weapons first.
During the British EU referendum period, the
US intervened directly through its President
(Obama) and indirectly through a range of
agencies and financial institutions to try and
retain Britain’s membership of the EU which
Wall Street has long supported. Goldman Sachs
and Morgan Stanley, along with 30,000 other
corporate lobbyists are permanently in residence
in Brussels determining EU policies through their
main influence the Roundtable of Industrialists.
We reject any ‘special relationship’ with US
imperialism and reject US interference in our
affairs.

Reject the culture
of violence
The violence of US foreign policies is
reflected in its domestic life where serial
killers are regular cultural phenomena.
Police racism is rampant, millions
languish in jail, the use of the death
penalty is prevalent. The cult of the gun,
of hatred and serious crime pervades
their vast media exports of
aggressive and violent films
and documentaries, as well as
their own streets. Boycott the
US media machine.

Such cultural colonialism is matched
by increasing attempts to sign trading
arrangements favourable to US corporations
and beyond the reach and scrutiny of sovereign
governments.
The attempted dominance of the US
over world trade, culture, economic
and political development
must be opposed and
ended.

For a country that gave
us the great poetry of
Whitman and Dickinson, the
novels of Melville, the plays of
Miller, singers like Halliday, the
Seegars, and Guthries, that
gave us jazz, the blues
and wonderful visual
artists like Sarah
Sze to so present
itself to the world
through depraved,
violent and perverse TV
programmes is a tragedy.
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Reject the real terror
The extreme violence of the US’s historic
war on socialism must be stopped. It was
the first state to use the nuclear weapon,
unnecessarily so on an already defeated
Japan. The bomb was dropped as a
warning to the Soviet Union. The US went
on to experiment fatally with the lives
of Marshall islanders in frequent bomb
testing.
US violence has prevailed in the world since the
intervention to slaughter Greek Communists
immediately after the Second World War,
through Korea, then Vietnam, Chile, Latin
America and many parts of the world today. The
US has intervened militarily in more countries
than any other, it is a rogue, gangster state, the
axis of evil.
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All countries must withdraw from NATO and
reject US interference in their affairs. The smell
of oil is never far from its manoeuvres.
The honourable history of the American trade
union, Labour and Civil Rights Movements must
be understood more and links with workers in
the US who reject its war mongering role should
be made.

Russia and China
Russia has been compelled to intervene
against imperialist and fascist forces
in the Ukraine and Syria. Its people
are increasingly demanding a return
to domestic socialist policies also. The
plundering of the nation’s assets by
oligarchs and criminal gangs must end.
In the last 50 years China has rapidly developed
the modes and means of production on a huge
scale. Despite this, capital and capitalists per
se do not hold state power within the country
at this stage and the state does not propose
imperial designs over other countries. Alongside
capitalist development in China has gone
the growth of capitalist social relations, most
obviously the emergence of extreme inequality
amongst the people. Capitalist inequality of this
sort is cancerous. Around 85 million people
in China are proud members of the ruling
Communist Party. This Party is by far the most

numerous and influential in the world.
Both Russia and China will require support if
imperialism seeks to heighten its current severe
threats to them both. Neither country is playing
a counter revolutionary, aggressive role. Both
Russia and China have stood for respect of the
sovereignty of nations.
The ideological differences between the Soviet
Union and China that emerged in the 1960s
divided the communist world. The urgent task
today is to unite all nations in peace and for
each national working class and its Communist
Party to find its own relevant and effective way
without the domination of others.
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A world
divided

Parliament and

The world remains divided. In each country
the division is between labour and capital
and in geopolitical terms it is between the
forces of imperialism and capitalism and
peace and socialism.

The British Labour Party grew out of the
long pre-existing tradition, stretching right
back to the Middle Ages, of the aggrieved
citizens pleading to Parliament for
redress of social ills. Nineteenth century
unions had lobbied Liberal MPs and many
commissions and enquiries were set up
to investigate working conditions. The
great Charters and petitions seeking to
extend the voting franchise were lodged
with Parliament. Eventually in 1968 the
universal, post 18 years of age franchise
was achieved. No sooner did this take
effect that the ambitions of the developing
federalism of the rising EU sought to make
the franchise redundant in individual
nations.

The imperialist world centres around the US,
Britain, Germany and France. The nonimperialist world centres around Russia and
China and many socialist, independent and
non-aligned nations. The Bolivarian revolutions
in Latin America have been important
internationally.
An independent, socialist Britain could play a
key role in tackling these divisions. As it has now
declared its intention to free itself of EU control,
so it must now free itself of US and NATO
control in terms of foreign policy. It should align
itself more with the forces of progress, peace,
independence and socialism. It should also
rebuild closer ties with countries that the EU
forced it to abandon its historic trading, cultural
and other ties with.
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As capitalism advanced and created more
powerful manufacturing and with it a more
class conscious working class, seeking reform
to improve things was the main political trend.
This tradition became abruptly out of date when
capitalism announced, through the ascent of
neoliberalism in the 1970s, that progressive,
people-led reform as an underpinning driving
force was a thing of the past. The social
democratic post war consensus was buried.
The hidden hand of the market and the board

the Labour Party
rooms would be in total charge. There was
an unprecedented corporate takeover led by
finance capital.
But strangely, successive generations of
socialists since that time have not adjusted to
this fundamental change. They have kept going
under the anachronistic assumption that all
the Parliamentary parties want some kind of
responsive democracy based on the needs of
the people. Instead, New Labour, the Tories and
Liberals became exclusively the transmission
belts of finance capital’s interests. Acts of
Parliament consistently sought to reverse the
social democratic past and the manufacturing
and public service based economy.
From the reform tradition arose the view, always
contested, that a party should be created to
represent trade union interests in Parliament.
This narrow concept soon transformed into the
idea that by winning a Parliamentary majority,
Labour could introduce socialism by way of Acts
of Parliament. It later abandoned any reference
to a commitment to socialism and public
ownership; then with its recent rebirth under
Jeremy Corbyn resurrected the idea and drew a
sharper dividing line in opposition to the Tories
and capitalism.
In reality the Labour Party has been in
government for just 32 years and nine months
since its formation in 1900. The momentum for
progressive change, mainly in the immediate
post war years, came from the deeper

organisation of the highly politicised working
class. It was extra Parliamentary pressure that
determined effective change. The Labour Party
has been supported by workers very often only
as the lesser of two evils.
The communist approach to genuine social
transformation is both more straightforward
and difficult than this. It recognises that no
parliamentary system established to defend the
status quo, especially one as ancient and adept
as the British Houses of Commons and the
unelected Lords, will permit fundamental change
in the interests of labour. To associate the word
politics with parliamentary machinations is quite
wrong. New alternative sources of power have
to be built.
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Where we live
– Britain
Support for the predicament for any
other workers in any other country
is best achieved by asserting power
for our class in Britain. Just as the
best form of support for workers in
struggle in another area of work is
to get organised and struggle in your
own area of work, so international
solidarity is only meaningful from a
solid home base.
This is one reason why a small country
such as Cuba has been able to give such
exceptional international aid and support
to others at times of medical or military
need. Equally it follows that the continuing
tolerance of the British working class of
capitalism here slows the progress towards
socialism made elsewhere in the world.
Our Party has considered the policy
development areas needed to transform
Britain for socialism and sets out on its
website key suggestions in the areas of
land reform, education, industry, science
and technology, energy supply, education,
public services and governance. We
welcome discussion of these. Our general
aspiration can be read in the document For
Britain, For Socialism. Our ability to create
a socialist Britain has been strengthened
by the decision of the people to withdraw
from the EU.
The debate on the question of political
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power in Britain has been reduced and confined to
a question of what political party has a majority
in Parliament. Even this debate often neglects to
consider the power of the unelected House of
Lords, a bankrupt institution of has beens and
cronies, let alone the power of the House of
Windsor.
The real issue of political power is what class
rules? The current rule of capitalists has to be
replaced by the rule and government of the
working class. This is the key revolutionary
transformation that is required and new,
written rules of governance have to
be established and new structures
representative of the world of work to
achieve this.
Most socialists in Britain disagree
with this proposition and believe that
socialist transformation will only take
place by electing as many socialists
as possible to local authorities,
devolved assemblies and Parliament.
In other words, they have confidence
in the existing state structures. They
take the opportunity to make the best
out of a bad job, this explains their
historic description as opportunists.
Yet these state structures operate,
almost uniquely in Britain, without
a transparent and agreed written
constitution that could in fact be in
place to protect the people and the
country.

What is the
working class?
The predominant view in Britain as to
what the working class is, is a patronising
and inaccurate one. The term working
class is popularly used to describe
victims of capitalism, ‘poor people’ in
the ancient Christian dictionary, the
unskilled and manual industrial workers,
‘non professional’ people who live in social
housing etc.

This common misunderstanding of the term
perfectly suits opportunistic and ambitious
parliamentary politicians who want to ‘help’ the
poor, speak for them not on behalf of them and
display their great ‘intelligence’ by telling others
what is best for them.
It is a view of the working class that justifies
political parties that put their own interests
and position above those of the working
class. It helps to justify the idea that the party
knows best because it cares for those who are
oppressed and therefore who are inadequate.
For centuries the priesthoods of various
establishment Churches dominated the political
economy within such a view. The poor workers
were good enough to toil, but never good
enough to manage and enjoy the spoil and fruit
of their creative labour.
We have a different understanding of what
the working class is. It is the sole productive
and creative class. It is the 99%, or perhaps
more, of the population. In Britain there are two
classes only.
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Labour process
Through its labour, itself an entirely
collective product, the working class
creates everything, the nuclear missiles as
well as the ploughshares. It is the creative
class which generates all intelligence and
knowledge. A working class is composed
of all those who have to work for a living.
If you sell your labour power to live you
are a worker. How many people can really
survive for more than a couple of months
without earning a wage? Most can only
survive only for less, and millions are
already living hand to mouth.
An architect, lorry driver, doctor, refuse collector,
designer, teacher, builder, neuroscientist
researcher, computer programmer, cleaner –
any worker you can think of - works and thereby
creates value. There can be no separation
between manual and intellectual labour, both
are interconnected and interdependent in
the cycle of capitalist production in which all
elements are created by workers. This cycle
includes processes such as extracting raw
materials, making and working machines,
testing materials, packaging and delivering
commodities and maintaining infrastructure
such as roads and railways. It also includes
educating people for work and social leadership,
keeping them healthy and looking after them in
old age.
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As it takes society longer to train an architect
than a cleaner, therefore it takes longer to
replace the labour of the architect, so the
labour power embodied in the work done
by the architect is of higher value. But this
does not mean an architect is not part of the
working class. The higher the level of social
skill a person develops, the higher the level of
exploitation they face. The more skilled an area
of work, the more surplus value it creates. The
more surplus value that is extracted, the more
that labour is exploited.
As far back as the 1381 Peasant Revolt
in England and subsequent revolutionary
movements in our history, we find it is the skilled
and productive tradespeople, artisans and
labourers that are at the head of social change.
The strongest, most durable unions have been
drawn from the most skilled. It is not true that
these unions formed a labour aristocracy who
were paid off by the bosses and therefore did
not fight.

The only creative
productive class
Our position in the overall process of
production, not our accents and our
lifestyles, that determines what class
we are in and the decisions we make
determine whether we help or hinder
the existence of our class overall.
Competitiveness, individual greed, a lack
of collective organisation and so on are
the traits fostered amongst workers by
capitalism to help keep us unaware and
divided.
The working class as the sole, infinitely
creative, productive class. It is complex and
sophisticated. Its interconnections in the process
of production, distribution and exchange require
developed organisational and scientific skills,
superior communications and constant sharing
of knowledge. This is why for example we must
oppose the privatisation of education and scrap
student fees which falsely individualise what is
essentially only possible through the collective.

This is why labour is more important than capital
and why capitalism is best understood as a
relationship and capitalists as useless parasites.
It is a relationship of unequals. By unfairly
owning the means of production privately, the
1% or less of capitalists personally benefit from
the surplus wealth created by workers. As long
as this relationship dominates we will not have
socialism. The 1% consciously train and educate
their elite offspring to wield this power from
an early age. Working class education on the
other hand has in recent years avoided the key
question of power and control.

The science, chemistry, engineering, machine
tooling, agricultural techniques, computer
science, transport and retail and banking
services involved in getting say the humble tin of
baked beans into your kitchen cupboard are all
representative of the endeavours of the working
class.

Skilled workers created Hubble technology
to photograph emerging galaxies.
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Workers’ Organisation
and trade unions
The different trades and specialisms
that produce the entire economy have
organised themselves to protect the value
of their labour ever since labour began.
Such organisations date back to the guilds and
craft associations of the Middle Ages and the
peasant collectives. Stonemasons, cobblers,
carpenters,
weavers, leather
workers, brush
makers, tinsmiths,
musicians, all built
proto unions very
early on.
The dissenting
Churches and
Protestant
traditions
developed by the
peasantry and then the early artisans and workers
brought a widespread culture of opposition to
authority, democratic practice, socialist demands
and collective organisation. These powered the
progressive forces of the first bourgeois revolution
in 1649. This was accelerated by the work of the
Levellers and the Diggers. Their tradition went
on to create the first trade unions. Early trade
unionists organised against all the odds and in
secrecy and illegality and against the threat of
death and transportation.
Many professional associations, guilds and
organisations exist in Britain still to promote
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particular groups of workers and their skills and
interests. But historically the trade unions have
been the most politically advanced and organised.
From the outset workplace and individual
concerns in unions were combined with demands
for greater social equality, justice and economic
change.
We reject entirely
the false split
that seeks to
pigeon-hole
unions as merely
dealing with
industrial matters
while politics
has to be left to
other enlightened
and educated
individuals. Saving
a job, protecting
a skill, achieving better conditions at work are all
importantly political acts taking us to the heart of
the contradiction between capital and labour.
The special nature of British trade unions relates
to their non-sectarian trade basis. Our movement
has been one of specialist unions, usually small in
membership numbers, linked to occupations and
organising workers regardless of their religious
or political views. It did not matter what god you
prayed to as long as you supported the union
and contributed money, ideas and time to its
organisation and defence and swore your deepest
oath of allegiance to your organised workmates.

Ebb and flow
of struggle
Though there have been countless
episodes of heroic and successful
struggles throughout the working class,
the most politically progressive and
consistently best organised unions were
in textiles, print, shipyards, railways,
engineering, mining and the docks. The
Thatcher government targeted these
sections for destruction.
The mantle of progressive trade unionism
therefore passed on to other groups and in recent
years civil servants, teachers, entertainments
workers, doctors, steel workers, prison and
probation officers, nurses, building workers and
so on have had to withstand the front line of the
general storm against workers. And by and large
a new generation has prevailed with heads held
high. The rail unions have survived and thrived
throughout the whole period.
Only 15 of Britain’s 54 TUC affiliated unions
are affiliated to the Labour Party. Those unions
affiliated to the Labour Party tend to have their
tails wagged by the Party. This often has dire
consequences for their members. Most recently
the Labour Party sought to quell the public
sector workers’ anger at the worsening of their
pensions, (an attack that stemmed from the EU).
In one of the most craven acts of cowardice
the three main Labour Party unions involved
pivotally in the pensions struggle complied
with Labour’s worries that the apple cart would
be upset and sought a very poor negotiated

settlement. This flattened a politically defining
campaign that was rocking the government
and could have escalated. As a result public
sector workers are now working longer, harder,
paying more into their pensions and receiving
less in benefits from them. In truth the reality
of our ageing population gives an excellent
opportunity for a socialist society to lower the
retirement age, increase pensions, shorten
the working week and create new jobs to end
unemployment.
There are advantages to having many politically
independent, highly democratic unions close
to their members and more knowledgeable
about their work than their employers. But there
are the disadvantages of parochialism and
fragmentation.
Dominated by the large Labour Party affiliated
unions and for decades firmly under the control
of pro capitalist forces, and allegedly with close
connections to the state and secret services,
the Trades Union Congress (TUC), has seemed
often to serve more as an official arbitration
and conciliation service than a progressive
representative body of workers. Ultimately the
TUC is as powerful or powerless as its affiliates
want it to be, but it remains by and large an
unofficial extension of the Labour Party and a
quasi, non-departmental government body.
Left: Red Saunders image of the Captain Swing
movement prior to Tolpuddle. Background image
courtsy of ReportDigital.
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Appeasement and voice
TUC General Secretaries have always
seamlessly retired to the House of Lords
or other state agencies for services loyally
rendered to the Establishment. Expecting
the TUC to call or co-ordinate action is a
forlorn hope, it is itself an institutionalised
TUC convention to be dismissed in a
pompous statesman like flourish by the
General Council.
The TUC’s declaratory statements are limited
to responses to government proposals and its
demonstrations are in London safely out of ear
shot at the weekend. It is largely reactive. Its
annual Congress, once a representative and
revealingly argumentative Parliament of workers
where the big issues and big politics of the day
were vented in public, has been reduced to a
highly stage managed, largely irrelevant, private
affair unnoticed by anyone, especially workers.
Frankly, and sadly, who cares what the TUC
thinks? We all care what the RMT thinks about
rail and shipping, or what the PFA thinks about
football, the BMA about the NHS or the FBU
about fire services, but in reality TUC statements
and decisions have lost their impact amongst
workers, if they ever had them, and unions listen
more to each other than the organisation that is
supposed to be the sum of the different union
parts.
The Scottish and Welsh TUCs, together with
some regional TUCs and many many local Trade
Union Councils have sought to more actively
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engage and empower workers and reach out
to communities and a range of working class
organisations. Unions uniting at these levels
under the TUC banner have proved more
effective and more immune to employers’ and
state interference.
The TUC lost further credibility in the 2016 EU
referendum campaign when it spectacularly and
in an insulting and ill-informed way, took the
side of the Tory government and Establishment
by arguing strenuously for a remain vote.
Big does not mean best and beautiful in the
trade union movement. Many of the strongest
unions with the highest densities of members,
democratic controls, a strong voice at work,
effective national collective bargaining and an
authoritative influence in their sectors are small
in membership numbers.

No ‘one
size fits all’
By contrast, some of the larger Labour
Party affiliated unions in fact have low
membership densities, little impact in the
workplace in some sections, sometimes
an alienating, corporate approach to
membership involvement, officer-led
rather than member-led policy making and
more significantly, little leverage any more
in collective bargaining.
Some of the larger unions have allowed collective
bargaining, the main purpose of trade unions, to
negotiate for improved wages and conditions, to
almost disappear. Overall the 80% of collective
bargaining coverage of the British workforce
in 1980 has dwindled to less than 20% today.
Pay restraint, once successfully resisted in the
1970s by most unions, has become the norm in
whole swathes of the economy and public sector.
Meanwhile prices on essentials rise.
A general retreat from the issue of workers’ pay
by the unions hollowed them out, and contributed
to the extreme inequalities of wealth that now
exist. It is useful to remember that the wealth gap
in Britain first started to close just after the 1926
General Strike.
The employers have torn up pay deals and
levels and the ability to bargain. The EU inspired
attack on pensions, especially the British trade
union negotiated system of final salary pension
schemes, was ineffectively resisted.
Trade unions in Britain, as in many countries in
the world remain the oldest and most resilient
and progressive organisations in society and the

most democratic. It was from the democratic
practice of the engineers’ union in Britain
for example that the structure of democratic
centralism in the Bolshevik Party was inspired.
Many of our unions undertake exceptional
international solidarity work and this will become
an increasingly vital aspect of our work over the
coming period.
A Coalition government and then the Cameron
government tried to finish off some unions
entirely. Thanks to great union leadership and
membership solidarity this was not achieved
and a new period of union rebuilding is opening
up and new generations of younger leaders are
being trained.
The task remains to protect all of our unions,
rebuild organisation in every workplace, rebuild
collective bargaining, remove and defy anti-union
legislation, keep our unions independent and
beholden to no one except their own members.
Trade unionism is by definition defensive, only
one or two unions have the achievement of
socialism written into their rule books. As ever
a party of workers to lead the wider work for
socialism is needed alongside our unions.
Communists are of course all themselves workers
and it is inescapable that communists will depend
on their unions for their own protection and
livelihoods. There is no choice, but to be involved.
There is a need to be respected to lead and by
leading build a party to assist a new politics of
working class power to emerge.
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Building something bigger
– a new constitution
The consequences of an organised
working class were not just the
achievement of strong unions, democratic
and workplace rights, but something more
significant.
Britain was, until we decided to leave the EU,
governed by a form of constitution in terms of
the various dominant treaties of the EU.
Socialists and leading trade unionists came from
all parts of the country and unions organised
nationally. Strong collective bargaining helped
bind the country together and applied equally
in Swansea, Inverness and St Ives. Solidarity
between all parts of the country was expressed
in co-ordinated class action, education, art,
song, sport and social organisations.
Petty national chauvinist parties like the Scottish
National Party (SNP) and Plaid Cymru (PC) have
acted despicably to try and break the working
class unity of Britain. The SNP’s delusion of an
independent Scotland within the EU is a farcical
indication of their undemocratic and divisive
nature. Outside the EU we have to write our own
working class constitution for the country.
The attacks on the public assets of the people
have not been prevented by constitutional
protections. It is time to reflect hard on the
consequences of not having a clear written
constitution to protect significant social rights
such as the right to work, to shelter, to a free
national health service, to free education and
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so on.
Britain is only one of two
countries in the world
without such a constitution
and while words on paper
do not guarantee socialism
or even decent human rights
as in the US, the introduction of a
written constitution in Britain, designed
by working class organisations is an
essential requirement and key mechanism
in the control of capital.
There has been no successful progressive
social transformation that has not advocated
and then established, a written constitution
representative of the will of the people.
The lack of a transparent written constitution
in Britain has permitted the Establishment and
their neoliberal hard-core to rule the country in
their profoundly unpatriotic anarchy, especially
since 1979.
This lack of a clear constitution has also
permitted the destruction of our manufacturing
base over the last 35 years, the plundering
of our assets like oil and coal and the mass
privatisation of many of our key services and
natural resources. A written constitution should
protect social rights and national assets.
Countless times, over the course of our history,
workers fighting for rights and justice have been
imprisoned and hung for conspiracy against this

unwritten constitution. The whims of anti-trade union and anti-worker judges have
prevailed in frequent miscarriages of justice.
Britain is though, until we leave it, governed by a form of constitution in terms of
the various dominant treaties of the EU. Someone else had to write our constitution
for us it seems. No one can escape the irony that a British constitution based on
disparate elite sources, put parliamentary sovereignty in control, but Parliament
gave away this control to the EU.
The EU ‘constitution’ for which the British people never had an opportunity to vote
is grounded on the four key neoliberal principles – the freedom of movement of
capital, labour, goods and services. These principles have to apply to all
member states regardless of their governments’ wishes.
All other national constitutions seek to enshrine the aspirations
and material interests of the people of the nation they govern. We
should replace these capitalist freedoms with new, written,
workers’ freedoms. The right to work and housing and
free health care would be basic.
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A people’s assembly for
power not protest
National parliaments, like trade unions,
tend to restrict the foot loose and fancy
free machinations of finance capital that
seeks ultimate freedom to speculate and
accumulate for the super-rich. This is why
we will need a strong People’s Assembly, a
national parliament to govern our country.
The country needs a balanced self-reliant
economy, prosperity must be shared. None
of this can be achieved without political selfdetermination. This entails the development of
a nationally integrated economic strategy based
on manufacturing and publicly owned services,

utilities and
transport. This is
impossible without
democratic
control over our
central Bank and
nationalisation
of the banks
generally. All
the cash is our
cash; we might
as well say how it is spent.
The phrase ‘United Kingdom’ is an outdated,
vague Establishment term. We are British, we
live in Britain.
When people are engaged, the world changes
and real change can only be effected when
the people have access to and control over
the structures of government. The levers of
power cannot now be shifted by using the old
machine. The old organ grinder’s monkeys
will try and fix it, but they will be swept aside.
It’s our country, not that of the think tanks,
constitutional geeks, opinion columnists and
politicians.

Above: The Levellers’ Agreement of the
People and the 1652 proposed constitution.
Right: Background image of William Blake’s
revolutionary image of Albion (Britain) rising.
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Abandoning democracy
At the centre of the neoliberal project
was the attack on the most powerful and
representative organisations of people, the
trade unions. Despite this they remain the
most vibrant centre of peoples’ organisation
and debate with the most advanced sense
of democracy.
The neoliberal tilt made government’s dependent
on the not so hidden hand of the markets governed
by finance capital. They seized state power to
deregulate the state. Pundits, pollsters and media
moguls, backed up by the fund managers, became
the new politicians.
The IMF, WTO, European Central Bank and the like
ruled the roost. Their Bible was Hayek’s writings
and their angels the Chicago school of economic
drivel. It was the road to serfdom indeed. It led to
the biggest crash in history, the alienation of the
people from established political processes and
hollowed out government institutions. The demos
was undone. There were quangos everywhere
and local government even became a cypher of
Westminster.
Just as fund managers and bond traders deluded
themselves into thinking they created jobs
and wealth, so politicians and parties deluded
themselves in thinking that they were the leaders
of political ideas rather than the representative
servants of the people who elected them.
The world was turned upside down and this was
epitomised in Britain by the formation of a Coalition
government that no one voted for. Without a
mandate it deepened the assault on all that was

public, social, collective and human. A new binge
of capital accumulation was unleashed. It sought
to get the private pirates in to run the voluntary
sector, welfare, probation, the civil service, local
government, health and education. Government
and local government estates were to be sold off.
They already had energy, utilities, housing, most
of industry and agriculture, why not make the
island totally private? You could even make the
family GP a private GP impossible to contact
and have every item of equipment in some NHS
hospitals German made.
The fact that no one voted for the Iraq war, no one
voted for the EU’s Lisbon Treaty that ruled over us,
that no one had voted for the coalition’s inequalitymaking, asset-stripping rampage, no one voted
to introduce student tuition fees, and the fact that
no one voted for benefit cuts, and so on, hardly
surprisingly, led to a dangerous cynicism.
It was a temporary retreat by the people from
what had become warped into a ‘new politics’
devoid of democracy. The Third way was no way.
The architects of New Labour hang their heads in
shame and champagne today.
This decline in engagement was reflected in
England by UKIP and by those elsewhere who
were deeply committed to separatism, not just for
Scotland, but now for Cities and regions within
the country. We hadn’t heard of the Cornish and
Yorkshire separatists for ages, then they popped
up again. If Scotland gets more sweeties, so
should Plaid Cymru and the English Tory Shires
they argue. It’s dog eat dog.
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EU corporate
takeover
The EU is an EU of regions and structural
funds that have distorted the ability of
once independent nations to manage
balanced, production-based economies
across all of their geographic areas.
Britain, defined by the EU as a ‘region,’ got
finance. This was to be based mainly in
London and this skewed the whole balance
of the British economy. It wasn’t even
much good for most people in London who
cannot afford a home or find a decent job.
Devolution of real power and the burgeoning
of new representative government structures
in which the voice of the people can be acted
upon is the key to uniting our nation. This
cannot happen even outside the EU while we
are dominated by the elite’s unwritten rules and
an uncontrollable Establishment of those we do
not elect.
What about a socialist republic of Britain
whose constitution requires new local people’s
assemblies with the power to direct and create
a new national people’s assembly that is
constitutionally required to be responsive to the
needs of people throughout England, Scotland
and Wales?
What about if this was composed of nonprofessional politicians drawn from the ranks
of those whose skills and dedication and hard
work actually make Britain what it is? What
about if these representatives were answerable
to clearly defined constituencies representing
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workplaces,
industries
and services
and social
organisations
instead of the press
barons?
The democratic debate must
begin. A constitutional convention must lead to
a new constitution for the people of Britain who
will write it.
There are many advantages to withdrawal from
the EU and its defining single market. National
independence is the main one. This gives us
the opportunity to rule ourselves in our own
interests and rebuild our country. So the nature
of the exit and the willingness of the people to
rebuild and re prioritise our own politics and
economy will very much define the coming
period. This will also shape the nature of the
2020 election.
Not since the founding of the NHS, welfare
state, public services, nationalised industries,
controls on capital, publicly owned utilities and
general socialisation of housing, production and
culture in the post Second World War Period
have the British people had such an opportunity
to seize control and build a socialist nation.
Our party dedicates itself to assisting and
accelerating that process.

l Out of NATO
l Nationalise the banks and
renationalise our national
assets
l For a new independent Britain,
governed by its people, with a
new constitution and at peace
with the world.
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